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Tubular structures of GaS
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In this Brief Report we demonstrate, using density-functional tight-binding theory, that gallium sulfide~GaS!
tubular nanostructures are stable and energetically viable. The GaS-based nanotubes have a semiconducting
direct gap which grows towards the value of two-dimensional hexagonal GaS sheet and is in contrast to carbon
nanotubes largely independent of chirality. We further report on the mechanical properties of the GaS-based
nanotubes.
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Since the first successful synthesis of carbon nanotube
Iijima1 in 1991, the worldwide interest in those low
dimensional nanosized materials is unbroken until now. D
to their extraordinary physical properties promising techni
applications become possible. During the last decade con
erable effort has been invested into controlling properties
nanotubes, for example, diameter, chirality, and structural
fects during the synthesis; we refer the reader to a pape
Dai in Ref. 2, and references within. Together with the ra
development of microscopy techniques such as transmis
electron microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy,
atomic force microscopy powerful tools for manipulating t
world of nanometers are available now. This new techniq
allow experimental determination and measurements
properties and their goal-directed change itself. So one m
field of current nanotube research is the functionalization
nanotubes to prepare for advanced technological solution
nanoscale devices.3–5

Simultaneously with pure carbon nanotubes there i
growing interest in studying possible tubular structures
inorganic materials. Using chemical analogy between gra
ite and two-dimensional~2D! layered inorganic compound
Tenne and co-workers6 successfully produce meta
chalcogenide nanotubesX-S2 (X5Mo,W) and their related
selenides. Mostly among the layered inorganic compou
are those which can form fullerenelike structures, too, s
for example, MoS2 as an inorganic candidate.6,7 So up to
now tubular structures of bismuth~Bi!,8 gallium nitride
~GaN!,9 boron nitride ~BN!,10 niobium diselenide NbS2,11

and as well oxidic tubes of V2O5 ~Ref. 12! have been experi
mentally prepared. For a recent review about nanotube
inorganic materials see, e.g., Tenne and Zettl in Ref. 2.

In 1998 the possible formation of gallium selenide~GaSe!
nanotubes have been studied by Coteet al.13 using anab
initio plane-wave pseudopotential method on the basis
local-density approximation. As one conclusion of th
GaSe calculations they proposed also the~probable! forma-
tion of stable gallium sulfide~GaS! nanotubes. Within this
work we will bring into focus these suggestions. Nowaday
variety of chemical routes to crystalline and amorphous g
lium sulfide modifications are known. One route to gener
gallium sulfide thin films is a chemical vapor deposition pr
cess of molecular organic precursors containing bonding
formation about the phase later to grow. In Refs. 14 and 1
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has been demonstrated how to use the family of tert-b
gallium sulfide compounds to produce crystalline hexago
GaS from @( tBu)2 Ga(StBu)#2, amorphous GaS from
@( tBu)GaS#7 and cubic GaS from@( tBu)GaS#4, respectively.
Additionally the cubic phase of GaS is of interest for surfa
passivation applications in GaAs based electronic dev
because of their isostructural good lattice matching
GaAs.16 Perhaps gallium sulfide tubular structures can
found and used for novel device solutions.

To obtain the structure, energetics, and electronical
mechanical properties for possibly existing GaS-based na
tubes we performed atomistic simulations within a se
consistent charge-density-functional based nonorthogo
tight-binding scheme~SCC-DFTB!.17,18 Up to now a wide
range of possible questions could be answered by usag
this method. We refer the reader to recent studies on sili
based tubular structures,19 the discussion of properties o
MoS2 ~Ref. 7!, and exofluorinated carbon nanotubes,20 as
examples.

Experimentally it is known that hexagonal GaS has a l
ered @ . . . S-Ga-Ga-S . . .# repeating unit built by six-
membered Ga3S3 rings. Our DFTB calculations predict
stable hexagonal double-layered structure, shown in Fig
with bond distances of 2.48 Å and 2.37 Å for the Ga-Ga a
Ga-S bond length, respectively. The bond angle for Ga-G
is 115.76° and for the S-Ga-S angle we find 102.51°.
order to study the energetic viability of the correspondi
GaS nanotubes, as well as to determine their possible s
tures and to characterize their electronic and mechan
properties, we have performed a series of calculations

FIG. 1. The structure~top view—left figure, side view—right!
of a hexagonal GaS layer as predicted by our DFTB calculation
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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FIG. 2. Structure of~30,0! and ~20,20! gallium sulfide~GaS!
nanotubes. On the left views down the axis of the nanotubes
shown; the right images show a side view in each case.
19340
which initial-guess tubular structures have been fully relax
with respect to atomic positions and tube cell length. Init
configurations of the nanotubes were constructed by m
ping a 2D sheet of double-layered hexagonal GaS with ab
given bond lengths onto a cylinder. In labeling these tub
we adopt the convention of Ref. 21. We have conside
both armchair nanotubes (n,n) with nP@18,30# and zigzag
nanotubes (n,0) with nP@30,40#. The lower bounds of the
intervals are determined by the fact that we find stable tu
lar structures only for mean diameters larger than 36
Smaller tubes became unstable due to strong distortion
Ga-S bonds at the inner and outer surfaces of the tube.
each nanotube thus constructed, a set of structural relaxa
calculations were performed, each one imposing a differ
axial strain on the tube, with the aim of finding the atom
configuration and lattice parameter of minimum ener
Structural relaxation was performed using the conjugate g
dient technique22 in which all atoms were allowed to relax
and no constraints were imposed on the system. Figur
illustrates the minimum-energy structures found for galliu
sulfide ~30,0! and ~20,20! nanotubes, respectively. The tw
structures shown are representative of those found for all
other tubes considered in this work, which differ from the
only in mean diameterD̄ and thus in the number of Ga3S3
rings around the section of the tube. The main results of
simulations are summarized in Table I. The above res
indicate the possibility of the existence of stable tubular g
lium sulfide structures. This is strongly supported by the c
culation of thestrain energy ES of GaS nanotubes. The strai
energy is the energy difference between a tube and the pl
structure it is based on. It is the work that has to be p
formed to change the curvature radiusR from planar (R
5`) to cylindrical ~finite R) geometry. Plotting the strain
energies as function of the mean diameterD̄, shown in Fig.
3, they all converge roughly asaD̄22 towards the value of
the reference structure~infinite planar GaS sheet,ES50) as
the diameterD̄ is increased, which can be understood eas
from elasticity theory.23 For our calculations thea parameter
has the value 1.413 eV nm2/atom. The planar hexagona

re
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TABLE I. Selected properties of gallium sulfide nanotubes as obtained from our DFTB calculations.

D0
min (Å) D0

max (Å) D̄0 (Å) ES (eV/atom) Egap (eV) YS(GPa*nm) Y(GPa) s

GaS (n,0) ~30,0! 32.14 41.04 36.59 0.1065 2.571 89.6 263.5 0.2
~32,0! 34.39 43.32 38.85 0.0945 2.723 90.2 265.2 0.2
~34,0! 36.48 45.63 41.15 0.0844 2.856 92.6 272.4 0.2
~36,0! 38.98 47.94 43.46 0.0757 2.975 92.2 271.3 0.2
~38,0! 41.25 50.22 45.73 0.0683 3.077 92.3 271.7 0.2
~40,0! 43.58 52.56 48.07 0.0619 3.166 94.0 276.7 0.2

GaS (n,n) ~18,18! 33.23 42.15 37.69 0.0984 2.615 92.2 271.4 0.3
~20,20! 37.18 46.12 41.65 0.0805 2.867 91.6 269.5 0.4
~22,22! 41.16 50.13 45.64 0.0669 3.069 93.5 275.0 0.2
~24,24! 45.18 54.15 49.66 0.0564 3.237 94.2 277.1 0.2
~26,26! 49.18 58.17 53.67 0.0481 3.377 94.4 277.6 0.2
~28,28! 53.18 62.19 57.69 0.0415 3.501 97.4 286.5 0.2
~30,30! 57.25 66.27 61.76 0.0361 3.592 96.8 284.7 0.2
3-2
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GaS sheet as well as all the nanotubes considered here
found to be semiconducting with a direct band gap. In o
calculations the band gapEG in the hexagonal GaS sheet w
found to be 4.74 eV. Figure 4 shows the gap sizeEG of
nanotubes as function of mean diameterD̄. We find that the
gap size grows chirality independent towards the value of
GaS sheet as the tube diameter is increased in a nearlEG

54.742b/D̄ law (b576.8 eV Å). The discussed behavio
is clearly in contrast to carbon nanotubes~NT’s!, where the
band gap is strongly varying with diameter and chirality
the tubes, but similar to MoS2 NT’s. The crystal structure o
layered GaS is closely related to that of MoS2. For nano-
tubes of MoS2 we had predicted25 also a reduction of the ga
size with decreasing diameter due to the effect of the cu
ture of the S-Mo-S triple layer. This effect has been recen
confirmed experimentally.26 Such curvature effect can ex
plain the size trend of the gap also in the double-layered G
case.

FIG. 3. Strain energies of (n,n) and (n,0) gallium sulfide~GaS!
nanotubes as a function of the mean tube diameter. The straigh
is the best 1/D2 fit, see text.

FIG. 4. Gap size vs mean diameter for proposed gallium sul
~GaS! nanotubes. The optical gap of planar GaS structure is s
bolized by a single line at 4.74 eV. Due to a limited basis set
overestimate the gap size somewhat. For comparison: The fu
mental absorption edges in GaS give a gap size of 3.3 eV for
ered GaS~Ref. 24!.
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Additionally, we studied the mechanical properties of t
proposed gallium sulfide GaS nanotubes. We have calcul
the Young’s modulusY and the Poisson ratios of these
tubes, drawn in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Following t
discussions of Hernandez,27 we define also in case of Ga
tubes two elastic moduli

Y5
1

V0
S ]2E

]«2 D U
«50

, YS5
1

S0
S ]2E

]«2 D U
«50

by monitoring the changes in energy under applied ax
stress @«5(L2L0)/L0#. The first equation, the classica
definition of Young’s modulus containing the equilibrium
volumeV0 of the tube, for a hollow cylinder with lengthL0
and radiusR yields V052pL0RdR, depending on an un
known thicknessdR of the tube. To compare mechanic
strengths of various nanotubes one mostly usesdR
50.34 nm, the interlayer spacing of graphite, as we do h
The second definition ofYS overcomes this problem by us
ing only the equilibrium surface areaS0 of the tube. Both
values are connected byY5YS /dR, and are shown in Table
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FIG. 5. TheY modulus of (n,n) and (n,0) gallium sulfide~GaS!
nanotubes as a function of the mean tube diameter.

FIG. 6. The Poisson ratios of (n,n) and (n,0) gallium sulfide
~GaS! nanotubes as a function of the mean tube diameter.
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I. In comparison to Ref. 27 we clearly see that GaS-ba
nanotubes are less stiffer than other types of nanotubes
erto considered, such as C, BN, BC3, BC2N nanotubes, but
that their Young’s modulus is in the range that could ha
been expected from the mechanical properties of bulk G
For pure carbon single-walled nanotubes~SWNT’s! we get
indeed 1.20 TPa for a~20,0! SWNT within the same DFTB
method. The Poisson numbers measures the relative chang
in diameter~mean diameterD̄) under axial stress and is de
fined as

~D̄2D̄0!/D̄052s«,

whereD̄0 is the mean diameter at equilibrium. The Poiss
ratios s of GaS nanotubes are within the same range
above-mentioned carbon based composite nanotubes
us
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Table I and Ref. 27 again. As example we calculated
DFTB s values for~20,0! and ~20,20! carbon SWNT’s as
0.288 and 0.283, respectively. As technical detail we men
that ours value is an average value over changes in m
diameterD̄ under different small applied stresses.

Summarizing, our calculations show that stable G
nanotubes are energetically favorized structures and th
fore could exist. All gallium sulfide GaS nanotubes, pr
posed in this paper have a stable semiconducting gap, i
pendent of their chirality and converges rapidly wi
increasing diameter to that of the 2D layer. Our findings
also supported by the observation of tubular structures in
catalyzed growth of InS.28

The authors thank R. Tenne for useful suggestions.
work was partially supported by the German-Israel foun
tion ~GIF!.
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